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Figure 18 Numerical Aperture

copic applications multi-mode fibers are used. Multi-mode 
fibers can be divided into 2 subcategories, step-index and 
graded-index. A relatively large core and high NA allow light to 
be easily coupled into the fiber, which allows the use of rela-
tively inexpensive termination techniques. Step-index fibers 
are mainly used in spectroscopic applications.

Graded-index multimode fibers have a refractive index gradu-
ally decreasing from the core out through the cladding. Since 
the light travels faster in material with lower refractive index, 
the modal dispersion (amount of pulse-spreading) will be less. 
These graded-index fibers are mainly used in telecommunica-
tion application, where bandwidth at long distance (2-15 km) 
plays an important role. 

In the following paragraphs some basic fiber optic components 
and properties will be discussed.

The use of fiber optics as light guidance allows a great modu-
larity and flexibility in the setup of an optical measurement 
system. Optical fibers can be made of many materials, such as 
plastic, glasses and silicates (SiO2). For high quality fiber optics, 
as used in spectroscopic applications, synthetic fused silica 
(amorphous silicon dioxide) is used, that can be intentionally 
doped with trace elements to adjust the optical properties of 
the glass.

The basic principle of light transport through an optical fiber 
is total internal reflection. This means that the light within the 
numerical aperture of a fiber (NA = input acceptance cone) 
will be reflected and transported through the fiber. The size 
of the numerical aperture depends on the materials used for 
core and cladding.

Two basic types of silica fibers can be distinguished; single-
mode and multi-mode fibers, depending on the propagation 
state of the light, traveling down the fiber. For most spectros-
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Core
For spectroscopic applications, generally, multi-mode step 
index silica fibers are used. These range in core thickness 
from 50 microns to 1 mm. The core is made out of pure silica. 
Other fiber cores with much higher absorption are made out 
of certain glass types or plastics. These are not offered in this 
catalog. 

First a distinction is made between silica with high or low OH 
content. Silica fibers with high OH (600-1000 PPM) are used in 
the UV/VIS wavelength range because of the low absorption 
in the UV. They are referred to as UV/VIS fibers. For Deep-UV 
applications (below 230 nm) special solarization resistant 
fibers can be used.

The water content causes strong absorption peaks in the NIR 
wavelength range. In order to get appropriate fibers for the 
NIR range, the “water” is removed from the silica. This results 
in low OH fibers (<2 PPM) with low absorption in the NIR. They 
are referred to as VIS/NIR fibers.

Cladding
In order to get the light guiding effect the core is cladded with 
a lower index of refraction material. For the highest quality 
fibers with the lowest absorption this is a fluorine-doped sili-
ca, the so-called silica-silica or all-silica fibers with a numerical 
aperture (NA) of 0.22. 
 
Buffers
Without further protection fibers would easily break, because 
of small scratches or other irregularities on the surface. 
Therefore a next layer, the buffer, is added. This buffer also 
determines under what circumstances the fiber can be used. 
Temperature range, radiation, vacuum, chemical environment 
and bending are factors to be considered. 

Polyimide buffers offer a wide temperature range (-100 to 
400°C) and superior solvent resistance. Also, this material is 
non-flammable. Drawbacks are sensitivity to micro bending 
and the difficulty to remove it.

Fiber Optic Design
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Figure 21 Transmision VIS/NIR Fibers

Figure 19 Fiber optic design

Figure 20 Transmision UV/VIS Fibers

Technical Data

Fiber Material Standard HTX

Temperature Range -190 °C to +400°C -270 °C to +700°C

Fiber type  Step index Mutimode

Core Numerical Aperture  0.22 ± 0.02

Buffer  Polyimide  CuBALL metal

Available Diameters 50/100/200/400/600µm 200/400/600/1000µm

Laser damage resistant core  1,3 kW/mm2 CW at 1060 nm,  CW up to 100kW/cm2

 up to 10 J, pulsed For pulsed lasers (<1µs) 500kW/cm2

Bend radius  momentary 100 x clad radius momentary 40 x clad radius

 long term 600 x clad radius long term 100 x clad radius

For extreme temperatures (-270 to 700°C) metal buffers are 
used. CuBALL buffers can withstand a continuous high tem-
perature up to 500 °C and intermittent even up to 700°C. 
Low outgassing makes them also excellent for use in UHV 
environments.
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Special Fiber Optic Probes 

For special applications where a fiber probe needs to be installed in 
a harsh industrial environment, specific features may be required. 
Avantes has been constructing many high quality probes for harsh 
environments over more than 15 years. Special expertise has been 
built-up in high temperature (HTX), high pressure (HP), vacuum 
and other specifications. Also the combination of fiber diameters, 
wavelength range, sleeving material and length as well as connectors, 
ferrules, etc. enables an unlimited amount of custom specific 
products. Below are a few examples of our capabilities.

HTX Extreme High Temperatures

Some special probes for extreme high temperatures are used in 
catalysis reactors under temperatures up to 500°C. The use of 
CuBALL fibers and silver soldering technique allows us to design and 
manufacture –HTX probes. 

This reflection probe has 7 fibers of 400µm CuBALL, UV/VIS, is 2m 
long and the probe tip can withstand temperatures up to 500°C. 
The SMA905 connectors are bonded with an -HT temperature epoxy 
and can withstand 200°C.

Special configurations

For translucency measurements on the human skin it is necessary to 
get a reflection signal from different penetration depths. 

This is realized in a probe end with many fibers in a bundle and 2 
different rings of fibers around the center bundle. 

This probe has a total length of 1.5 meters and consist of 350 fibers 
of 100µm, UV/VIS, 5 legs all terminated with SMA905 connectors

Process Probes

Specially for the paper and pulp industry an NIR Reflection probe 
has been designed with a laser-welded window under 25 degrees. 
The probe is used in a refiner in a very abrasive material stream and 
often gets in contact with acetone and turpentine. 
The probe is 3 meters long and consists of 14 fibers of 400µm, 
VIS/NIR, and has an internal reference in the coupling piece. 
Temperature range up to 200 °C (-HT) and pressure up to 30 bars. 
The probe has a metal silicone (-MS) sleeving and is terminated with 
SMA905 connectors

Contact our sales staff for more special requests

NEW
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SMA-905 SMA-905

M12

O-ring

50 mm 7 mm
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Over the years a number of multipoint, multidirectional fiber 
optic holders have been developed, that are depicted on these 
pages. The base is a multipurpose work stand with 2 vertical 
support rods. The rods are secured into the base plate with M6 
screws. The 300mm long, 14 mm diameter rods can be used 
on larger breadboards and optical tables.

This cable clip secures fiber optic 
cables up to 6 mm sleeving dia-
meter to avoid movement of the 
fiber cable during the measure-
ment.

The holder is rod mounted 
to the work stand, using a 
lockable coupling MWS-CPL-1. 
The probe position is locka-
ble. The holder will accept 
a 1.5mm diameter reflection 
probes (FCR-7xx200-2-1.5x100) 
and 1.5mm ferrule termina-
ted fiber optics (FC-xx200-2-
1.5x40).

The holder is rod mounted to 
the work stand, using a loc-
kable coupling MWS-CPL-1. 
Holds 2 different sizes probes 
(xx and yy, please specify) in 
2 positions. Provided with 
a clamp fitting to hold and 
position ferrules and probes 
up to 10 mm diameter.

MWS-CLIP4 Fiber Optic Cable Clip with 4 channels

MWS-PBHLD-1.5 Probe holder 1.5mm ferrule termi-
nated fibers

MWS-PBHLD-MULT Multiple Probe holder 

Multipurpose Work Stand for Fiber Optic Accessories

The holder is rod mounted to the work stand, using a lockable 
coupling MWS-CPL-1. The holder will accept any SMA, ST and 
FC/PC terminated fiber optic up to 1000µm core diameter. 
2 versions are available, one with a scaled 15 mm working 
distance and the other with a 30 mm scaled working distance. 
Both types have a 25mm diameter working aperture on the 
underside. 

MWS-AWD-15/30 SMA Fiber holder adjustable 
working distance 15/30mm

NEW
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